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This timer sale will emplo oth even aged, and uneven
aged techniques to accomplish a numer of goals and
ojectives for oth the sale area, and as part of the goals
identi忛�ed in the 2012 Landscape Designations for DCR Parks
& Forests: election Criteria and Management Guidelines.
The silvicultural sstems currentl planned are a 3-3 row
thinning in 3 Norwa spruce plantations located within the
sale area, a shelterwood for a small white pine plantation,
group selection openings within the northern hardwoods,
and improvement thinnings etween groups. The mixed
northern hardwoods currentl occup 82 +/- acres of the
sale area, while a series of small Norwa spruce plantations
comprise another 19 +/- acres.

Climate Adaptation Plan

Tanner Road Timer ale

Project Details

101 acres
ize: N/A

tate ownership
This timer sale will emplo oth even aged, and uneven aged techniques to accomplish a
numer of goals and ojectives for oth the sale area, and as part of the goals identi忛�ed in
the 2012 Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election Criteria and
Management Guidelines. The silvicultural sstems currentl planned are a 3-3 row thinning in
3 Norwa spruce plantations located within the sale area, a shelterwood for a small white
pine plantation, group selection openings within the northern hardwoods, and improvement
thinnings etween groups. The mixed northern hardwoods currentl occup 82 +/- acres of
the sale area, while a series of small Norwa spruce plantations comprise another 19 +/acres.

Management area(s)

Northern hardwood
Norwa pruce

Regional Climate
Change Impacts &
Propert-Level
Considerations

The following climate change impacts are regional expectations drawn from pulished
resources. Under each regional climate change impact statement, propert-level
considerations descrie how the general trend might e meaningful at the scale of the
propert.
Temperatures in New ngland are projected to increase 3.5 to 8.5 °F  the end of the
centur, with the greatest warming expected to occur during winter.
Propert considerations: Warming trends ma cause a shift in forest tree species
composition. oreal forest haitats would e the most vulnerale forests to this shift
potentiall causing them to move north, and/or onl inhait the highest elevations. M
current project area has species that would e considered constituents of oreal forests;
i.e.: red spruce and alsam 忛�r, which ma su��er a sustantial reduction in occurrence over
time.
The growing season in New ngland and northern New York is generall expected to
increase  20 das or more  the end of the centur, due to fewer das with a minimum
temperatures elow 32°F.
Propert considerations: This could cause dramatic shifts within the species compositions
of what ma e considered an otherwise moderate impact. For instance the northern
hardwoods cover tpe consists of a numer of individual species, however, the numer of
species ma decrease due to the lower numer of das elow freezing. An example of this
is sugar maple (which is a preferred species in the project area), which needs
approximatel 2,000 hours of freezing temperatures in order initiate ud reak. The loss of
the lengthened cold period could have deleterious e��ects on those species requiring
extended freezing temperatures. Over time this could also impact the ailit to work within
the project area. Currentl there are a numer of wet areas and erodile soils that would
e most suited to harvesting during frozen conditions. With fewer freezing das, the area
ma not freeze enough to stailize soils or appropriate harvesting times ma e relegated
to a few weeks rather than months.
The winter season will e shorter and milder across New ngland and northern New York,
with less precipitation falling as snow and reduced snow cover and depth.
Propert considerations: With less snow cover, and lower amounts of winter precipitation,
events with suzero temperatures ma e much more damaging to trees and tree roots. In
the project area there are a numer of areas where the soils are somewhat shallow and
ston making trees and vegetation growing on these sites even more susceptile.
Additionall, this ma make it more di忛�cult to work areas that require frozen ground
conditions.
Precipitation patterns will e altered, with projected increases in annual precipitation and
potential for reduced growing season precipitation in New ngland and northern New
York.

Propert considerations: Over time this ma cause shifts in overall species composition.

Propert considerations: Over time this ma cause shifts in overall species composition.
However, the amount of vegetative diversit on this site should minimize the overall
impacts that this particular issue would cause.
Intense precipitation events will continue to ecome more frequent in New ngland and
northern New York.
Propert considerations: Oserving MP's and residual stand densities will e critical in
order to prevent site degradation due to extreme weather events. On the project site, those
impacts of major concern under this scenario include erosion and wind throw. rosion can
e mitigated  strict adherence to MP's and operating when the site is most resilient to
disturance. Wind throw is tpicall minimized  removing no more than 30% of the
stand's asal area, and selecting for threes that are know to e wind resistant such as oak
and sugar maple.
Warmer temperatures and altered precipitation in New ngland and northern New York
will interact to change soil moisture patterns throughout the ear, with the potential for
oth wetter and drier conditions depending on the location and season.
Propert considerations: The reduction in the numer of das elow freezing ma e
advantageous ecause if the soils are not frozen ut rather ver dr, harvesting requiring
frozen ground ma e ale to shift to dr summer operations. Due to the topograph and
geolog of the area the issue of overl dr conditions on this site is remote. If the area were
to ecome wetter, then the amount of area included in the project would certainl e
decreased over time moving the harvested areas to onl the most stale of soils.
Man invasive plants will increase in extent or aundance in New ngland and northern
New York.
Propert considerations: This would reduce the amount of iodiversit and availale
growing space for native vegetation. Additionall, harvesting work in the area would have
the potential to either introduce exotic vegetation to the site or transport exotic vegetation
o�� site.
Man northern and oreal tree species will face increasing stress across much of New
ngland and northern New York.
Propert considerations: This would cause a shift in species within the project area. There
are tree species within the project area that would e considered oreal, to include alsam
忛�r and red spruce, that are alread under represented and ma disappear altogether.
Forest composition will change across the landscape in New ngland and northern New
York.
Propert considerations: The current species composition eing managed for toda ma
not e the species composition managed for in the future. ome softwood components will
alwas e appropriate for the foreseeale future, such as white pine and hemlock, while
others such as spruce and 忛�r ma not. This also applies to some of the hardwood
components such as the reduction in the occurrence sugar maple and white irch, with
more of a shift towards red oak and hickor.
hifts in forest composition in New ngland and northern New York will take at least
several decades to occur in the asence of major disturance.
Propert considerations: The current management trajector will e maintained, while
monitoring for shifts in species composition. Massachusetts has a statewide Continuous
Forest Inventor, and the information gathered from that inventor will continue to e
incorporated into management decisions.
Conditions a��ecting tree regeneration and recruitment will change in New ngland and
northern New York.
Propert considerations: Recruitment of desirale hardwoods ma decrease, while the
recruitment of less desirale species ma increase. For instance, sugar maple decline is
more a factor of sugar maple not regenerating as opposed to a die-o��. triped maple and
pin cherr can dominate a site choking out other species. This trend ma ecome
exaggerated.
Forest productivit in New ngland and northern New York will increase during the next
several decades in the asence of signi忛�cant stressors.
Propert considerations: The time etween stand entries ma decrease. ntries are a
function of oth the ailit of the site to recover from the disturances due to harvesting, as
well as for the trees to grow. Generall, the limiting factor is growth. With a more productive
site that limiting factor ma ecome site disturance.

Low-diversit sstems are at greater risk from climate change.
Propert considerations: A goal of the project is to increase diversit and complexit within
the natural sstems in order to mitigate climate change impacts.
stems that are limited to particular environments will have less opportunit to migrate
in response to climate change.
Propert considerations: This project area contains a certi忛�ed vernal pool and a numer of
wetlands. These sstems are not easil replaced or mimicked and will e protected during
operations. If species cannot migrate, then protecting current haitats ecomes a vital role
of the pulic land manager.
Certain insect pests and pathogens will increase in occurrence or ecome more
damaging in New ngland and northern New York.
Propert considerations: Depending on the pathogen it could e devastating to a non
factor. certain pathogens target speci忛�c species, while others are generalists. If there are
increases in pathogens that target speci忛�c species, and the species doesn't occur on-site
then there is no issue. However, if the species does occur on-site; or the speci忛�c pathogen
is a generalist, then serious considerations need to e made. Currentl the list of potential
damaging agents for this area is rather high, ut the level of activit is low.
stems that are more tolerant of disturance have less risk of declining on the
landscape
Propert considerations:  promoting desirale species that are also tolerant of
disturance, it ma e possile to move the forested natural communities towards a
condition that is more tolerant of disturance.
Haitat will ecome more suitale in New ngland and northern New York for some
southern species.
Propert considerations: This would e completel dependent on the species. Those
species such as oaks, hickories, etc. ma serve to enhance the natural communities without
major disruption to the sstems; whereas a species such as sweetgum could ecome a
nuisance. It is also entirel possile that due to elevation southern species would not e an
issue.

Climate Adaptation Plan for Individual Management areas
The following plan details the management goals and ojectives for a particular component of the project. Included elow is
a detailed review of potential climate impacts and site level considerations, along with an evaluation of ojectives, potential
adaptation responses (tactics) and monitoring variales to assess success over time.

Plan for speci忛�c
Management area

Northern hardwood

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management
Ojective(s)

Residual relative asal areas at 66% within the hardwood stand with etween 83 ft2 and 55
ft2 A/ac. (Immediatel)

Northern hardwood forests are widel distriuted over a variet of sites with dr-mesic to
wet-mesic conditions and nutrient-poor to rich soils. This forest tpe is generall found at low
to moderate elevations. pecies that are commonl dominant include sugar maple, ellow
irch, American eech, eastern hemlock, and red spruce.

Residual asal area within selected groups in the hardwood stand etween 20 ft2 and 0 ft2
per acre. (Immediatel)
No cutting or harvesting within 忛�lter strips (Immediatel)
No cutting or harvesting within 75’ of identi忛�ed cultural resources other than stone walls.
(Immediatel)
No loss of undesignated wood. (Immediatel)
nsure harvesting contractor compliance with all MP’s. (Immediatel)
Frequentl monitor operations to minimize and/or mitigate damage to the site. (Immediatel)
nsure full understanding of contractual requirements  the harvesting contractor.
(Immediatel)
Residual CWD of no less than 256 ft3 per acre. (Immediatel)

Management Goal

Improve the distriution of earl successional haitat and ounger age classes

Management
Ojective(s)

Distriute group selection openings in the hardwood stand, where appropriate, throughout
the stand. (Immediatel)

Management Goal

Adequate tocking in ingle Tree and Group election Areas

Management
Ojective(s)

Have 500+ stems per acre of health native hardwood or softwood regeneration within gaps
and thinned rows, with the exception of those species which can dominate a site; i.e.: striped
maple, pin cherr, etc.; within 5 ears of the harvest. (5 Years)
Reduced eech regeneration competition with native tree regeneration and ground cover. (5
Years)

Management Goal

Increase iological diversit and introduce more complexit into existing stands

Management
Ojective(s)

Install gaps within the existing hardwood stand in order to create earl successional haitat
and egin a new age class of trees. (5 ears)

Improve recreational experiences primaril associated with hunting and wildlife viewing

Management Goal

Improve recreational experiences primaril associated with hunting and wildlife viewing

Management
Ojective(s)

When marking in the hardwood stand, maximize the numer of gaps to e installed ased on
site conditions and current and/or anticipated vegetation. (Immediatel)

Management Goal

Increase the distriution and densit of sugar maple to comat sugar maple decline.

Management
Ojective(s)

ugar Maple will e favored for retention over other tree species. Regenerating areas of
sugar maple will have competing overstor trees removed provided that the removal(s) does
not violate the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election Criteria and
Management Guidelines (2012). (Immediatel)

Management Goal

Remove eech infected with eech ark Disease Complex (D)

Management
Ojective(s)

eech that show clear signs of D will e iased for removal, while adhering to the
guidelines estalished in the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election
Criteria and Management Guidelines (2012). Particularl those guidelines relating to legac
trees and opening sizes. (Immediatel)

Management Goal

Improve wildlife haitat, speci忛�call rowse and cover

Management
Ojective(s)

When estalishing gaps ensure that the are large enough to have full sunlight on the forest
��oor. Gaps in the hardwood stand will not exceed 1/3 acre in size, and will e located a
minimum of 100’ apart. eech rush or exotic vegetation that is disturance driven will e
mitigated through treatments that will most likel occur prior to harvest. (Immediatel)

Potential identi忛�ed
impacts for Northern
hardwood

everal dominant tree species are at risk of decling  the end of the centur, including
red spruce and alsam 忛�r.
Propert considerations: Within m project area these species are favored for retention.
The elevation of the project area ma e such that climate change impacts are mitigated.
Additionall, these trees ma disappear in other parts of the landscape so areas such as
where m project is located ma e ale to serve as a reserve.
ome tree species ma e more likle to persist or increase through the end of the
centur , such as red maple.
Propert considerations: Red maple is alread a major component of the northern
hardwoods mix that exists on-site. An increase in red maple ma lead to red maple
dominated cover tpes, and awa from a northern hardwood mix.
Northern hardwood forests are widel distriuted across a variet of sites, increasing
adaptive capacit.
Propert considerations: Landscape management and the interaction of projects across a
landscape ma ecome more important than an individual project. Also, it ma ecome
important to coordinate projects across political or organizational oundaries.
High levels of diversit ma increase the ailit of forests to adapt to climate change.
Propert considerations: This has een considered during the prescription development,
and increases in diversit and complexit ecame a goal of the project.
Insect pests and forest diseases could ecome more prolematic in northern hardwood
forests under a warmer climate.
Propert considerations: Diseases or pest outreaks caused  natives ma ecome more
severe if the are olstered as a result of changing conditions or foreign pest infestations
ma ecome more common. With a project goal of increasing complexit and diversit an
single pest or disease causing agent should have a lesser impact.
Invasive species such as uckthorn, honesuckle, and garlic mustard are expected to
ecome more prolematic under climate change.

Propert considerations: Treatments of exotics prior to harvest, and/or treatments post-

Propert considerations: Treatments of exotics prior to harvest, and/or treatments postharvest ma e required in order to keep exotics from gaining a signi忛�cant foothold and/or
spreading.
Changes in herivore populations ma also have sustantial e��ects on forest growth and
composition in northern hardwood forests.
Propert considerations: The amount of moose is most likel to decrease while deer
populations are expected to increase. In this project area the populations of oth animals
overlap, so an increase in one of the species should alance with the decrease of the other
and not have major impacts on the forest composition.

Potential impact of
climate change on
health and function of
sstem

Mixed/Neutral

Adaptive Capacit of
sstem to climate
change impacts or
disturances

Moderate-High

Vulnerailit
determination

Moderate

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Residual relative asal areas at 66% within the hardwood stand with etween 83 ft2 and 55
ft2 A/ac. (Immediatel)

Challenges

The residual stand ma have the target densities and numers immediatel post harvest, ut
changes in weather and climate ma, i.e.: storms, drought, etc. ma reduce stem densit
quicker than growth can make up the asal area.

Opportunities

Lengthened growing seasons and/or increased annual growth ma allow for more rapid
return intervals and provide opportunities for more intensive management.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: None

Comments: Ver feasile in the short term, and most likel within the next return interval. Will
require monitoring and potential adjustments in the future.

Responding to climate change impacts

The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic

Residual tem Densit

is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)
Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

Residual relative asal area at 66% post harvest within the hardwood stand and 43% within
the Norwa spruce plantations

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

During harvest operations, and 5 ears post-harvest

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Residual asal area within selected groups in the hardwood stand etween 20 ft2 and 0 ft2
per acre. (Immediatel)

Challenges

ince these are low residual asal area targets climate change should have minimal negative
impacts on reaching this target. Ma also create conditions that are more conducive to
invasion  exotic species.

Opportunities

Instances of damaging storms, and large impact areas ma provide opportunities to expand
those gaps even further allowing more signi忛�cant areas of earl successional growth.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: Use of hericides on pulic lands. Aesthetics.

Comments: Currentl part of an approved prescription, and is ased on current accepted
forestr practices.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers

None related to climate change.

of this tactic
Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Adequate Regeneration within Group election Openings

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

500+ stems per acre of desirale tree species. No invasion  exotic vegetation.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Measured 5 ears post-harvest.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

No cutting or harvesting within 忛�lter strips (Immediatel)

Challenges

Over time with the frequenc, timing, and duration of peak ��ows eing an unknown the width
of current 忛�lter strips or riparian protection ma extend much further out from the anks than
what is currentl estalished. In man areas if current 忛�lter strip widths were widened, the

what is currentl estalished. In man areas if current 忛�lter strip widths were widened, the
overlapping of multiple u��ers ma cause larger acreages to e inappropriate for man
tpes of silvicultural treatments.

Opportunities

With potentiall lower ��ows, and lower stream levels during the late summer and earlier in
the fall, stream crossings and harvesting around wetlands will have much lower impacts,
especiall when coupled with remediation techniques.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: None related to climate change.

Comments: Alread part of current practices.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

No cutting or harvesting within 75’ of identi忛�ed cultural resources other than stone walls.
(Immediatel)

Challenges

More extreme weather events, changes in freeze thaw ccles, and milder winters ma cause
exposed cultural resources to degrade quicker. The ailit to identif cultural resources ma
e diminished.

Opportunities

Access to di忛�cult sites for protection measures ma e improved, or have a longer period of
time for access.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Other Considerations

Comments: Polic and Administrative

Comments: ites are alread di忛�cult to identif at times.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

No loss of undesignated wood. (Immediatel)

Challenges

The was in which wood is designated ma need to e expanded, especiall in light of the
potential for large scale salvage events.

Opportunities

egin discussions and planning for those potential outcomes, and recognize that the ma
occur.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after

High
Comments: Clear prescriptions, frequent site visits, and loss mitigation measures such as
cleat utt marks will alwas e necessar.

evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem
Other Considerations

Comments: Administrative

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

nsure harvesting contractor compliance with all MP’s. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Depending on how quickl climate changes, and the extent of those changes, ma impact
the e��ectiveness of MP's. imple compliance ma not go far enough.

Opportunities

egin to include standards that exceed MP's during the contract process.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: None.

Comments: These are currentl options within the contract development process

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

of this tactic
Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

nsure compliance with MP's

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

All standards identi忛�ed in the Massachusetts Forestr est Management Practices are
followed.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

During the marking and harvesting phases of the operations. Prior to the removal of
harvesting equipment of the site ensure all requirements are ful忛�lled. Continue to monitor
the site post harvest each ear for 5 ears to ensure that the MP compliance is enough to
mitigate site damage.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Frequentl monitor operations to minimize and/or mitigate damage to the site. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Depending on the frequenc, duration, and magnitude of other events associated with
climate change the ailit to monitor operations ma also e impacted.

Opportunities

Make arguments for more and etter planning, increasing personnel, and improving
interagenc communication.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: None.

Comments: Frequent monitoring is currentl a ver high priorit for oth the program and the
agenc.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.
Yes

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

nsure full understanding of contractual requirements  the harvesting contractor.
(Immediatel)

Challenges

Project goal not related to climate change

Opportunities

Project goal not related to climate change

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Comments: N/A

Other Considerations

Comments: N/A

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Residual CWD of no less than 256 ft3 per acre. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Longer growing seasons and milder temperatures ma increase the decomposition rate of
coarse wood deris. tandards estalished now ma not e relevant to requirements in the
future.

Opportunities

Fewer stumps, logs, and large diameter ranches will help facilitate ground work.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: This is not a well understood facet of forest management and the science is
continuall evolving.

Comments: Ma want to include the arti忛�cial creation of rush piles, logs, and tip-up mounds.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

stalish a target of at least 256 square feet per acre of CWD that is over 3" in diameter
and over 3' long. ias sugar maple and hickor as leave trees. Leave ehind snags and
live trees with cavities and/or nests.

trateg

Maintain or create refugia

Prioritize and maintain sensitive or at-risk species or communities

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

CWD and snag requirements are usiness as usual. The retention of sugar maple and
hickor are justi忛�ed for timer value, wildlife value, current occurrence, and future potential
occurrence.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

Accomplished during marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Improve the distriution of earl successional haitat and ounger age classes

Management Ojective

Distriute group selection openings in the hardwood stand, where appropriate, throughout
the stand. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Properl locating the openings is critical in order to ensure that the regenerating area serves
as a "life oat" for potential losers such as alsam 忛�r, while facilitating potential winners such
as hickor and oak.
Increase the densit and distriution of potential climate change winners, and attempt to
close the colonization gap preemptivel.

Opportunities

close the colonization gap preemptivel.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Other Considerations

Comments: Aesthetics.

Comments: xtremel di忛�cult to gauge if ever opening is going to have the desired results.
Monitoring and evaluation will e critical.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Promote diverse age classes

Approach

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species

Approach

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Adequate tocking in ingle Tree and Group election Areas

Management Ojective

Have 500+ stems per acre of health native hardwood or softwood regeneration within gaps
and thinned rows, with the exception of those species which can dominate a site; i.e.: striped
maple, pin cherr, etc.; within 5 ears of the harvest. (5 Years)

Challenges

Germination rates and species mixes can e prolematic to predict. A vast majorit of the
forestlands that are managed in this district are composed of species on the tipping point of
eing either a winner or loser.

Narrow the species that are considered desirale as those that are considered to e the

Opportunities

Narrow the species that are considered desirale as those that are considered to e the
most resilient to climate change, and use the presence of those species in regeneration as
the success criteria.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Other Considerations

Comments: Administrative. Funding.

Comments: The ailit to have 500+ stems per acre of desirale species in the northeastern
forest is tpicall eas to attain, under current conditions. In the long-term this ma change.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.
Yes

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Norwa spruce plantations will have rows thinned east-west /c tpicall the most
damaging winds com from the north. nsure that the site has regenerated with target
species.

trateg

Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Approach

trateg
Approach

Alter forest structure to reduce severit or extent of wind and ice damage
Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Promptl revegetate sites after disturance

ene忛�ts of this tactic

Northern hardwood forest tpes usuall regenerate naturall ver readil. Limiting openings
to 1/3 acre in the Norwa spruce plantations will result in windreaks within the longer rows.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

hould an area not have adequate regeneration of desirale species, costs of arti忛�cial
regeneration.

Timeframe to implement

during the harvest and within 5 ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Adequate Regeneration within Group election Openings

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

500+ stems per acre of desirale tree species. No invasion  exotic vegetation.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Measured 5 ears post-harvest.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Adequate tocking in ingle Tree and Group election Areas

Management Ojective

Reduced eech regeneration competition with native tree regeneration and ground cover. (5
Years)

Challenges

There are no additional challenges in regard to climate change.

Opportunities

Drier summers and milder windows ma mean more opportunities for treatment ma occur.
Additionall, even under the low emission scenarios it appears that eech ma also egin to
move further north, and the instances of site domination ma decrease.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Low

Other Considerations

Comments: Funding. Aesthetics.

Comments: Uneven aged management tends to favor those species that are mid-tolerant
and tolerant of shade. In an ideal scenario the entire project area would e treated for D
infested eech.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Norwa spruce plantations will have rows thinned east-west /c tpicall the most
damaging winds com from the north. nsure that the site has regenerated with target
species.

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Alter forest structure to reduce severit or extent of wind and ice damage
Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Promptl revegetate sites after disturance

ene忛�ts of this tactic

Northern hardwood forest tpes usuall regenerate naturall ver readil. Limiting openings
to 1/3 acre in the Norwa spruce plantations will result in windreaks within the longer rows.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

hould an area not have adequate regeneration of desirale species, costs of arti忛�cial
regeneration.

Timeframe to implement

during the harvest and within 5 ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Treatment of American eech that is infested with D

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

95% kill within 1 month of treatment for those group selection openings designated for
treatment.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts

Within 1 month of treatment, and prior to eginning harvesting operations. Visit the site again
in 5 ears during regeneration surves to gauge the e��ectiveness of the treatments.

(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Increase iological diversit and introduce more complexit into existing stands

Management Ojective

Install gaps within the existing hardwood stand in order to create earl successional haitat
and egin a new age class of trees. (5 ears)

Challenges

Climate change scenarios, in the long term, seem to project a reduction in the numers of
tree species.

Opportunities

In man areas of the south, vegetative iological diversit is in the ground cover rather than
the overstor. This also creates ver diverse haitats and diversit in the plant an animal
species that occup them. This ma create the same opportunit for a more diverse ground
cover species mix in the forests of the northeast.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: None.

Comments: The rate of change is ver slow, and in all of the scenarios that I have had the
opportunit to stud none of the species disappear altogether.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.
Yes

... recommend tactic?

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Adequate Regeneration within Group election Openings

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

500+ stems per acre of desirale tree species. No invasion  exotic vegetation.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Measured 5 ears post-harvest.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Improve recreational experiences primaril associated with hunting and wildlife viewing

Management Ojective

When marking in the hardwood stand, maximize the numer of gaps to e installed ased on
site conditions and current and/or anticipated vegetation. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Anticipated vegetation is somewhat of a moving target and will depend on the severit of the
conditions realized.

Opportunities

nhance and expand desirale species that are projected to e winners under all of the
scenarios.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Other Considerations

Comments: Competing interests from forest users.

Comments: There are a numer of factors, even without climate change, that in��uence the
success of a management action.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Increase the distriution and densit of sugar maple to comat sugar maple decline.

Management Ojective

ugar Maple will e favored for retention over other tree species. Regenerating areas of
sugar maple will have competing overstor trees removed provided that the removal(s) does
not violate the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election Criteria and
Management Guidelines (2012). (Immediatel)

Challenges

ugar maple is not a loser, ut is going to su��er negative impacts due to climate change.

Opportunities

nhance the health and vigor of the sugar maple on-site ecause future recruitment ma
ecome an issue.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Other Considerations

Comments: Due to the values of sugar maple as a wildlife tree, as a source of qualit lumer,
and as a source for srup and sugar products, research and mone for sugar maple
conservation ma ecome more availale.

Comments: ugar maple is expected to e impacted negativel and egin to move it's range
north. However, the elevation of the site, and the nature of the soils and topograph ma e
a mitigating factor and remain as favorale sugar maple haitat.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

stalish a target of at least 256 square feet per acre of CWD that is over 3" in diameter
and over 3' long. ias sugar maple and hickor as leave trees. Leave ehind snags and
live trees with cavities and/or nests.

trateg

Maintain or create refugia

Prioritize and maintain sensitive or at-risk species or communities

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

CWD and snag requirements are usiness as usual. The retention of sugar maple and
hickor are justi忛�ed for timer value, wildlife value, current occurrence, and future potential
occurrence.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

Accomplished during marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Remove eech infected with eech ark Disease Complex (D)

Management Ojective

eech that show clear signs of D will e iased for removal, while adhering to the
guidelines estalished in the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election
Criteria and Management Guidelines (2012). Particularl those guidelines relating to legac
trees and opening sizes. (Immediatel)

Challenges

No additional challenges in respect to climate change.
As efore, eech ma egin to shift north taking the disease with it. xtended periods of
milder weather and drier conditions ma make mechanical and chemical treatments for the

Opportunities

milder weather and drier conditions ma make mechanical and chemical treatments for the
disease easier, and with more opportunit to conduct the treatments.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Low

Other Considerations

Comments: Aesthetics. Funding. Use of hericides on pulic lands.

Comments: Ver large extent of the disease.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.
Yes

... recommend tactic?
Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)
Monitoring Variale 1

Treatment of American eech that is infested with D

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

95% kill within 1 month of treatment for those group selection openings designated for
treatment.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Within 1 month of treatment, and prior to eginning harvesting operations. Visit the site again
in 5 ears during regeneration surves to gauge the e��ectiveness of the treatments.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Improve wildlife haitat, speci忛�call rowse and cover

Management Ojective

When estalishing gaps ensure that the are large enough to have full sunlight on the forest
��oor. Gaps in the hardwood stand will not exceed 1/3 acre in size, and will e located a
minimum of 100’ apart. eech rush or exotic vegetation that is disturance driven will e
mitigated through treatments that will most likel occur prior to harvest. (Immediatel)

Challenges

No impact die to climate change

Opportunities

No impact due to climate change

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: None.

Comments: This is a statement of practice and polic.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High
The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential

Recommendation for
implementation

tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired

Treatment of American eech that is infested with D

management
ojective(s)
Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

95% kill within 1 month of treatment for those group selection openings designated for
treatment.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Within 1 month of treatment, and prior to eginning harvesting operations. Visit the site again
in 5 ears during regeneration surves to gauge the e��ectiveness of the treatments.

Climate Adaptation Plan for Individual Management areas
The following plan details the management goals and ojectives for a particular component of the project. Included elow is
a detailed review of potential climate impacts and site level considerations, along with an evaluation of ojectives, potential
adaptation responses (tactics) and monitoring variales to assess success over time.

Plan for speci忛�c
Management area

Norwa pruce

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management
Ojective(s)

Residual asal area of Norwa spruce within thinned rows of 0 ft2 A/ac. (Immediatel)

Plantations estalished  the Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930's. These plantations
tpicall occup sites that were deforested prior to planting, and can occur at an elevation.

Residual relative densities within the Norwa spruce at 43% with etween 155 ft2 and 105 ft2
A/ac. (Immediatel)
No loss of undesignated wood. (Immediatel)
nsure harvesting contractor compliance with all MP’s (Immediatel)
Frequentl monitor operations to minimize and/or mitigate damage to the site. (Immediatel)
nsure full understanding of contractual requirements  the harvesting contractor.
(Immediatel)
Residual CWD of no less than 256 ft3 per acre. (Immediatel)

Management Goal

Commence the process of removing the o��-site Norwa spruce plantations.

Management
Ojective(s)

Approximatel ½ of the volume within the existing Norwa spruce plantation will e removed
through third row thinning.

Management Goal

Increase iological diversit and introduce more complexit into existing stands

Management
Ojective(s)

Row thin within the existing Norwa spruce plantations to promote native species
recruitment and diversit.

Management Goal

Improve recreational experiences primaril associated with hunting and wildlife viewing

Management
Ojective(s)

Completel remove all Norwa spruce in areas that are 3 rows wide while alternatel leave 3
rows uncut.

Management Goal

Increase the distriution and densit of sugar maple to comat sugar maple decline.

Management
Ojective(s)

ugar Maple will e favored for retention over other tree species. Regenerating areas of
sugar maple will have competing overstor trees removed provided that the removal(s) does
not violate the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election Criteria and
Management Guidelines (2012).

Management Goal

Remove eech infected with eech ark Disease Complex (D)

Management
Ojective(s)

eech that show clear signs of D will e iased for removal, while adhering to the
guidelines estalished in the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election
Criteria and Management Guidelines (2012). Particularl those guidelines relating to legac
trees and opening sizes.

Management Goal

Improve wildlife haitat, speci忛�call rowse and cover

Management
Ojective(s)

Thinned rows in the Norwa spruce plantations will not exceed 1/3 acre in size, and will e
located a minimum of 100’ apart. eech rush or exotic vegetation that is disturance driven
will e mitigated through treatments that will most likel occur prior to harvest.

Potential identi忛�ed
impacts for Norwa
pruce

Incresing temperatures and fewer das elow 32 degrees F ma impact on Norwa
spruce plantations
Norwa spruce plantations within the project area will continue to decline, with a potential
for an increase in disease and pathogens. Norwa spruce are considered resistant to most
of the diseases currentl within most of the North American forest sstems, however, under
conditions of constant stress this ma change.
Changing weather patterns with an increase in the numer of storms ma e a result of
climate change
Norwa spruce plantations within the project area are alread prone to wind throw and root
disease. An increase in the numer of storms or extreme weather events will increase the
incidence of wind throw.

Potential impact of
climate change on
health and function of
sstem

Disruptive

Adaptive Capacit of
sstem to climate
change impacts or
disturances

Low-Moderate

Vulnerailit
determination

High

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Residual asal area of Norwa spruce within thinned rows of 0 ft2 A/ac. (Immediatel)

Challenges

No impact due to climate change

Opportunities

No impact due to climate change
High

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Promote diverse age classes

Approach

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species

Approach

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Residual relative densities within the Norwa spruce at 43% with etween 155 ft2 and 105 ft2
A/ac. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Changing weather patterns, especiall in relation to winds and storms, can have severe
impacts on Norwa spruce. lowdown is alread common, and the instances and proailit
of this occurring is increased under climate change. Also recentl thinned plantations seem
to e the most susceptile.

Opportunities

Norwa spruce is consider an exotic, and is tpicall o��-site. Large scale lowdowns would
accelerate the conversion process.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after

Medium
Comments: Long term climate changes will not have an impact on this project at the
moment, ut could have major impacts in the future. We ma have to make a second entr
into the plantations efore the rest of the stand is scheduled for treatment due to increased
rates of decline, or even a salvage operation.

evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

rates of decline, or even a salvage operation.

Other Considerations

Comments: Aesthetics.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Residual tem Densit

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

Residual relative asal area at 66% post harvest within the hardwood stand and 43% within
the Norwa spruce plantations

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

During harvest operations, and 5 ears post-harvest

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

No loss of undesignated wood. (Immediatel)

Challenges

ame as hardwood

Opportunities

ame as hardwood

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not

Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Promote diverse age classes

Approach

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species

Approach

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

nsure harvesting contractor compliance with all MP’s (Immediatel)

Challenges

ame as hardwood

Opportunities

ame as hardwood

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Frequentl monitor operations to minimize and/or mitigate damage to the site. (Immediatel)

Challenges

ame as hardwood

Opportunities

ame as hardwood

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Timeframe to implement
Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

nsure full understanding of contractual requirements  the harvesting contractor.
(Immediatel)

Challenges

No challenges related to climate change

Opportunities

No opportunities related to climate change

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

uccessful Implementation of ilvicultural Prescription

Management Ojective

Residual CWD of no less than 256 ft3 per acre. (Immediatel)

Challenges

Plantations that are alread prone to windthrow ma experience more of it, and as a result
work within the plantations ma e more di忛�cult ecause of the amount of material on the
ground.

Opportunities

Meeting the 256 cuic feet per acre threshold should e relativel eas

Feasiilit of meeting

High
Comments: Under the current prescriptions the Norwa spruce plantations should e

ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Comments: Under the current prescriptions the Norwa spruce plantations should e
removed after the next cutting ccle.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

stalish a target of at least 256 square feet per acre of CWD that is over 3" in diameter
and over 3' long. ias sugar maple and hickor as leave trees. Leave ehind snags and
live trees with cavities and/or nests.

trateg

Maintain or create refugia

Prioritize and maintain sensitive or at-risk species or communities

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

CWD and snag requirements are usiness as usual. The retention of sugar maple and
hickor are justi忛�ed for timer value, wildlife value, current occurrence, and future potential
occurrence.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

Accomplished during marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Commence the process of removing the o��-site Norwa spruce plantations.

Management Ojective

Approximatel ½ of the volume within the existing Norwa spruce plantation will e removed
through third row thinning.

Challenges

With the potential for more storms and erratic weather patterns volume retention in Norwa
spruce plantations ma e di忛�cult due to lowdown.

Opportunities

The plantation removal ma resolve itself, and move operations to salvage.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Other Considerations

Comments: Aesthetics.

Comments: Under current management this is feasile, ut depending on the rate of climate
change the plantations ma end up needing to e salvaged rather than harvested.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Norwa spruce plantations will have rows thinned east-west /c tpicall the most
damaging winds com from the north. nsure that the site has regenerated with target
species.

trateg

Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Approach

trateg
Approach

Alter forest structure to reduce severit or extent of wind and ice damage
Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Promptl revegetate sites after disturance

ene忛�ts of this tactic

Northern hardwood forest tpes usuall regenerate naturall ver readil. Limiting openings
to 1/3 acre in the Norwa spruce plantations will result in windreaks within the longer rows.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

hould an area not have adequate regeneration of desirale species, costs of arti忛�cial
regeneration.

Timeframe to implement

during the harvest and within 5 ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Increase iological diversit and introduce more complexit into existing stands

Management Ojective

Row thin within the existing Norwa spruce plantations to promote native species
recruitment and diversit.

Challenges

In the event of increased windthrow and or disease, the cleared rows ma end up 忛�lling in
again with downed timer.

Opportunities

With longer growing seasons and milder winters, the iological processes required to reduce
soil acidit and encourage a roader spectrum of potential recruitment vegetation ma e
enhanced.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium
Comments: Numerous variales exist. The areas ma also e colonized  invasive
vegetation.

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

N/A

Timeframe to implement
Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions

Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Adequate Regeneration within Group election Openings

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

500+ stems per acre of desirale tree species. No invasion  exotic vegetation.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Measured 5 ears post-harvest.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Improve recreational experiences primaril associated with hunting and wildlife viewing

Management Ojective

Completel remove all Norwa spruce in areas that are 3 rows wide while alternatel leave 3
rows uncut.

Challenges

If trees low down, or fall due to disease or pathogens the areas will 忛�ll ack in, negating the
opportunites for wildlife viewing and making hunting di忛�cult.

Opportunities

Trees and vegetation are not the onl iota that ma move north, there are a numer of
songirds and migrator irds that ma shift ranges providing viewing opportunities not
previousl availale without leaving the state.

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High

Other Considerations

Comments: Aesthetics.

Comments: The techniques emploed are currentl the most expeditious methods availale
to remove o�� site plantations.

Responding to climate change impacts

The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

Timeframe to implement

N/A

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Norwa spruce plantations will have rows thinned east-west /c tpicall the most
damaging winds com from the north. nsure that the site has regenerated with target
species.

trateg

Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Approach

trateg
Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

Alter forest structure to reduce severit or extent of wind and ice damage
Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of severe disturances

Promptl revegetate sites after disturance
Northern hardwood forest tpes usuall regenerate naturall ver readil. Limiting openings
to 1/3 acre in the Norwa spruce plantations will result in windreaks within the longer rows.
hould an area not have adequate regeneration of desirale species, costs of arti忛�cial

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

hould an area not have adequate regeneration of desirale species, costs of arti忛�cial
regeneration.

Timeframe to implement

during the harvest and within 5 ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Residual tem Densit

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

Residual relative asal area at 66% post harvest within the hardwood stand and 43% within
the Norwa spruce plantations

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

During harvest operations, and 5 ears post-harvest

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Increase the distriution and densit of sugar maple to comat sugar maple decline.

Management Ojective

ugar Maple will e favored for retention over other tree species. Regenerating areas of
sugar maple will have competing overstor trees removed provided that the removal(s) does
not violate the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election Criteria and
Management Guidelines (2012).

Challenges

ame as hardwood

Opportunities

ame as hardwood

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Medium

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

stalish a target of at least 256 square feet per acre of CWD that is over 3" in diameter
and over 3' long. ias sugar maple and hickor as leave trees. Leave ehind snags and
live trees with cavities and/or nests.

trateg

Maintain or create refugia

Prioritize and maintain sensitive or at-risk species or communities

Approach

ene忛�ts of this tactic

CWD and snag requirements are usiness as usual. The retention of sugar maple and
hickor are justi忛�ed for timer value, wildlife value, current occurrence, and future potential
occurrence.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

Accomplished during marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives

Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Remove eech infected with eech ark Disease Complex (D)

Management Ojective

eech that show clear signs of D will e iased for removal, while adhering to the
guidelines estalished in the Landscape Designations for DCR Parks & Forests: election
Criteria and Management Guidelines (2012). Particularl those guidelines relating to legac
trees and opening sizes.

Challenges

ame as hardwood

Opportunities

ame as hardwood

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

Low

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Group selection and gap selections are designed to move stands towards uneven aged
conditions. Thinning operations are done with a variale densit and designed to
promote the healthiest and most vigorous trees. Large legac trees are left within the
stands.

trateg

Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

Promote diverse age classes
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Maintain and restore diversit of native species
Maintain and enhance species and structural diversit

Retain iological legacies

ene忛�ts of this tactic

The agenc encourages uneven aged management and has existing guidelines for legac
trees. Prescried densities are designed to e within a range in order to encourage
variailit.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

None related to climate change.

Timeframe to implement

During marking

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Monitoring adaptation actions
Monitoring is critical for understanding if management actions are e��ective or if management should e altered in the future
to account for new information. The following monitoring variales were descried for this particular management ojective
and adaptation tactics.

Monitoring variales
used to evaluate if tactic
is achieving desired
management
ojective(s)

Treatment of American eech that is infested with D

Monitoring Variale 1

Threshold or Criteria for
valuation of adaptation
tactic

95% kill within 1 month of treatment for those group selection openings designated for
treatment.

Implementing
monitoring e��orts
(frequenc, time of ear,
etc)

Within 1 month of treatment, and prior to eginning harvesting operations. Visit the site again
in 5 ears during regeneration surves to gauge the e��ectiveness of the treatments.

valuation of climate change impacts on goals and ojectives
Climate change might make management ojectives for this propert harder or easier to achieve, presenting challenges and
opportunities. This section also includes a simple rating and description for the feasiilit of meeting management ojectives
under current management. This is a critical step to evaluate whether management ojectives are roust, or whether an
might need to e changed.

Management Goal

Improve wildlife haitat, speci忛�call rowse and cover

Management Ojective

Thinned rows in the Norwa spruce plantations will not exceed 1/3 acre in size, and will e
located a minimum of 100’ apart. eech rush or exotic vegetation that is disturance driven
will e mitigated through treatments that will most likel occur prior to harvest.

Challenges

No challenges due to climate change

Opportunities

No opportunities due to climate change

Feasiilit of meeting
ojectives after
evaluation of climate
impacts on sstem

High
Comments: This is a polic ojecitve

Responding to climate change impacts
The following adaptation actions (tactics) were identi忛�ed to help prepare for climate change impacts. ach adaptation tactic is
linked to one or more Adaptation trategies and Approaches, providing connections to climate change adaptation and forest
management and conservation. Refer to the Adaptation Workook for a complete list of Adaptation trategies and
Approaches.
Note - Tactics that are recommended can e implemented or explored further. However, some adaptation tactics might not
e recommended for implementation on this propert, which ma e due to a comination of arriers and drawacks or
external factors.

Adaptation Tactic

trict adherence to forestr practices MP's, conduct operations in onl frozen or ver dr
conditions, treat invasive exotics as well as nuisance natives (American eech with D).

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

trateg
Approach

ustain fundamental ecological functions

Maintain or restore hdrolog
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce competition for moisture, nutrients, and light
ustain fundamental ecological functions

Reduce impacts to soils and nutrient ccling

ene忛�ts of this tactic

MP's are part of usiness-as-usual, timing operations are also part of usiness-as-usual. The
implementation of exotic and nuisance native treatments is eing encouraged.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

Cost of treatment and potentiall extends the length of operations.

Timeframe to implement

Anwhere from pre-harvest to within two ears post harvest.

Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

Medium

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes

Adaptation Tactic

Installing canop gaps and/ or rows wide enough to encourage recruitment  a range of
species. Targeting the removal of host species, speci忛�call ash /c of emerald ash orer.
Requiring that harvesting equipment e cleaned prior to arriving on-site.

trateg

Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Approach

trateg
Approach

Maintain or improve the ailit of forests to resist pests and pathogens
Reduce the impact of iological stressors

Prevent the introduction and estalishment of invasive plant species and remove existing
invasive species

ene忛�ts of this tactic

These are usiness as usual practices.

Drawacks and arriers
of this tactic

The size of the gaps.

N/A

Timeframe to implement
Practicailit

An adaptation tactic is practicale if it is oth e��ective & feasile to implement and to
ultimatel achieve desired intent.

... practicailit of tactic?

High

Recommendation for
implementation

The decision to recommend a tactic ma e ased on the likelihood of success, potential
tradeo��s, cost, and other factors.

... recommend tactic?

Yes
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